
Raypointments 
PO Extract Difference Moment Positive Circumstance

Escape

-No Appointments EVER
-Nobody forgets appointments!
-No Offices

-Information guaranteed to be 
delivered

-People forget / show up late to 
appointments

People may be forced to go to 
appointment, like by force -Nobody forgets appointments! Everybody forgets appointments

Reversal

-Faculty meets students at their 
dorm
-Appointments have you

-Students wouldn't miss 
appointment
-It's professors liability to show up
-Student could be more 
comfortable

-Usually on students to show up
-No real consequences to missing
-Teacher's office can be 
intimidating

-Professors must travel around 
dorms to get to all their 
appointments
-Students become increasingly 
lazy

-Students don't have the option to 
miss appointments, it's all on the 
teacher

students are disabled and 
therefore can't travel to teachers' 
offices

Distortion

-Appointments take place 
somewhere neither person is 
comfortable with
-Meals required (to be paid by prof, 
obviously)

-Eliminates the pressure / 
intensity of teachers' office

-Teacher's office can be 
intimidating
-Requires effort on both ends, 
neutralizing the appointment's 
dynamic

-Both parties will get off their butts 
and walk around campus more 
often
-Students and Professors would 
eat more

-More incentive to go to 
appointments due to the enticing 
proposition of free food All appointments are scheduled 

during lunch or dinner time

Exaggeration

-If you miss an appointment, you 
fail
-Appointments last 10 hours
-Appointments are done 
instantaneously somehow

-Consequences to missing 
appointments

-Only consequence to missing an 
app right now is awkward 
rescheduling -Higher rate of failing out of class

-Students would be scared to 
miss therefore would definitely 
attend

Too high of a graduation rate; high 
rate of appointment forgetting

Wishful

-I could show up at my 
convenience
-Appointments were few and far 
between
-Showing up to appointments 
improved my grade

-More reasons for students to 
remember / prioritize their 
appointments

-There is only a personal 
responsibility incentive to 
remember

-GPAs would increase but 
students may only schedule / 
attend appointments just for the 
boost

-Students would show up to 
appointments

Students are in desparate need of 
a gpa boost and the teacher is 
merciful


